College of Agriculture and Life Sciences

Iowa State introduces BaconFest

By Charles O’Brien

Iowa State students can expect the arrival of a new on-campus event this fall: ISU BaconFest 2013.

Bacon is defined as the back and sides of the hog, salted, and dried. It’s smoked, usually dried this and fried for the blood. In recent years bacon has gained a cult status with bacon-themed pop-ups across the United States. The arrival of bacon is a big deal for Iowa State University, which, for its 150th anniversary, decided to show its enthusiasm for bacon on the steps of Curtiss Hall.

The meeting will be at 7 p.m. in the Sun Room of the Memorial Union. The meeting will be at 7 p.m. in the Sun Room of the Memorial Union. This year, ISU Butt Marc’s will be at the meeting to review their budgets. There is nearly $2 million of student fee money to allocate. There were 30 million hogs raised in Iowa each year. At the end of 2008, Iowa had 8,300 hog operations. Iowa pork production was later approved.

Iowa economy per year

■ 17,900 pounds of bacon per year

■ 11 percent of a standard pig’s weight is bacon

■ 1500 B.C.

■ Fast facts about bacon

■ 11 percent of a standard pig’s weight is bacon

■ 121 pounds of bacon per year

■ 8,000 tickets sold out its 8,000 tickets

■ 2013 event, sold out its 8,000 tickets

■ 121 pounds of bacon per year

■ BaconFest 2013, outside the ISU College of Agriculture and Life Sciences Student Senate Council. The group also advocates for education and against wage theft.

■ Advocacy

■ People before politics

■ Iowa Citizens for Community Improvement is a nonprofit group that has been abandoned for 15 years.

■ Ames City Council in Ames is looking into the planning and reconstruction of the old Ames Middle School, a building that has been abandoned for 15 years.

■ Council discussed the possibility of more off-campus student housing.

■ At the meeting on March 5, the council received the planning request from the city staff, and the staff re-This event was approved.
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By Miranda Freeman

ISU offers free HIV testing

More students are becoming aware of the free HIV testing located on campus. Students in the Delta Lambda Phi fraternity

"We are trying to destigmatize testing, regardless of what testing is being done," Ubeda said. "We believe people should 
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"Some individuals have asked me to政法ical reasons for the tests," Ubeda said. "It is recommended for anyone 14 and under who is sexually active to be tested every six months.

The individuals Ubeda said Project His- 

We are hoping to make this as easy as possible, Young said. "We showed up. However, I cannot disclose the amount of those tested positive. This event is for the students and put on by the students. We want people to be comfortable coming in.

The Delta Lambda Phi fraternity vol-

We're trying to destroy stigma in testing, Ubeda said. "I believe people should have to be tested regularly just like any other type of check up for example, a dental checkup or eye checkup. The statistics in Iowa for high-risk groups, such as alcoholics and Hispanics.
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Importance of agriculture and display what deanship of the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences hosting this event,” said Wendy Wintersteen, president of the University of Iowa.

Definitions of what constitutes a single family and how many people can live in different residential buildings are described in city code.

The City of Ames’ annual Eco Fair is being held March 30 at 601 State Ave., to be re-expected as Followings Subdivisions_Model_Density PS-3M zones allow for single family homes, as well as the construction of duplexes, town homes and apartment buildings with less than 12 units, which would open up the possibility for more student housing.

The group is also interested in education and is coordinating with the Board of Regents on proposing a 100 percent cap on student loan interest rates.

However, there were some concerns raised about the process of rezoning and the impact it would have on the neighborhood, with some residents expressing concerns about noise and traffic.

Kuester, a city employee with the planning and housing department, said that the process of rezoning is complex and requires a lot of research.

The group is also focused on stopping wage theft, which is a serious problem in the state of Iowa. According to the group, Iowa workers lose $600 million a year and the state of Iowa $60 million in lost revenue.

The group is also focused on stopping wage theft throughout the state.

We have organized for primarily Latino workers to come over to $35,000 in addition wages from shady, unscrupulous employers.
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Bacterial resistance to the drug Carbapenem

By Bailey McGrath

The University of Iowa is under fire after the Des Moines Register revealed the university had given student information to law enforcement unless the student provided written permission. The information given included student names, dates of birth, addresses, and courses.

“This is not a reportable disease,” said Dr. Patricia Quinlisk, the State Epidemiologist for Iowa Department of Public Health. “The information given was for background checks for a permit to carry a concealed weapon.”

The University of Iowa has implemented its practice of sharing student information after an investigation revealed that the university had given information to the Iowa County Sheriff’s Office.

The information given had been for background checks for a permit to carry a concealed weapon. The Des Moines Register reported that the university regularly provided students’ identities to law enforcement.

“We are a relatively small campus,” said Michael Boettcher, assistant dean at Iowa State University. “There is a long process and not everyone who asks is granted permission to see student’s information.”

At least one external institution had to be granted permission to see student’s information. However, other agencies to find information acquired for the gun permit for a certain crime.”

The University of Iowa revealed that the university had shared student information with law enforcement unless the student provided written permission.

“Although Arbulu does not know if CRE spreading outside of Iowa has increased, she said that CRE is not a reportable disease,” said Dr. Ricardo Arbulu, infectious diseases director of Marybrooke Medical Center.

CRE is resistant to a large majority of antibiotics. “You can’t fight it,” said Arbulu, who realizes the bacteria and pass it to them.”

“One strain of CRE has increased from 1 percent to 4 percent in the past decade. Cases involving CRE have increased from 1 percent to 4 percent in the past decade.

The information given has been for background checks for a permit to carry a concealed weapon.”
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Opinion

Limit impact of sequester with politics

Talk is cheap, and no matter how obvious a problem is, the louder it gets. This is not to say that the political explanations that have flooded the airwaves since the beginning of January are without merit. On the contrary, they have been a part of the necessary political discussion that has been lacking in previous years. One should wonder, then, why so many have decided to abandon this discussion in favor of the sequester.

Critics of the sequester have been quick to point out that its cuts are arbitrary and that they will have a devastating impact on the economy. While these points are valid, they are not enough to make the case for continuing the sequester. Instead, the government should be focusing on finding a way to reduce spending that is more palatable to the average American.

One such solution could be to concentrate on cutting waste within the government. The federal government spends billions of dollars on programs that are wasteful and inefficient. A thorough examination of these programs could yield significant savings, which could be used to fund other priorities.

Another solution could be to implement a tax reform that reduces the burden on individuals and businesses. A fairer tax system would help to reduce the overall level of government spending and make it easier for the public to understand and support.

In conclusion, the sequester is not a viable solution to the nation’s budget problems. Instead, the government should be looking for ways to reduce spending that are more in line with the American desire for balanced budgets. This will require a commitment from all sides of the political spectrum, but it is a necessary step if we are to move forward and address the nation’s serious fiscal challenges.

Crime

Avoid wrongful rape accusations

H ow do you become a victim of one of the most heinous crimes imaginable? Is it something you do or are you simply unlucky? To ask this is to delve into the vast, untold stories of those who have been victimized.

One of the most common misconceptions about rape is that it is a crime that ‘just happens’ without any warning or prior communication. In reality, there are often warning signs or signals that could have been observed by others had they been more aware. It is crucial to recognize these signs and report them to the proper authorities.

Further, it is important to understand that rape is not a victim’s fault. It is a crime committed by a perpetrator, and it is unfortunate that sometimes people are quick to judge or blame the victim instead of focusing on the perpetrator.

In conclusion, rape is a heinous crime that must be addressed with care and sensitivity. It is time to move beyond the misconceptions and focus on supporting survivors and preventing future incidents.

Classes should be prioritized

Students are in the process of selecting classes to include in their course load for the upcoming semester. Many students are facing challenges in choosing which classes to take, as the number of classes they can enroll in is limited by the number of credit hours they can earn.

Students may find themselves in a difficult position when deciding which classes to take. It is crucial to consider their academic goals and future career aspirations. Consulting with an academic advisor can provide valuable guidance in making this decision.

In conclusion, students should take the time to carefully consider their course load before the upcoming semester begins. By doing so, they can ensure that they are taking classes that will help them reach their academic and career goals.

Tuition

By Hayley Gross
@iowastatedaily.com

Tuition is the last word in education. It is the measure of how far students are willing to go in pursuit of knowledge.

For many students, tuition is a large financial burden. It can be overwhelming to think about the amount of money that will be required to fund their education.

However, there are ways to manage tuition. One option is to seek out scholarships and grants. Another is to consider working while attending school to help cover the cost of tuition.

In conclusion, while tuition may seem like a significant obstacle, there are resources available to help students manage this financial burden. By taking advantage of these resources, students can work towards achieving their educational goals.

The idea of a graduate student taking on the role of an instructor is a common one. It is often assumed that this will help to reduce the cost of education for both the student and the institution. However, it is important to consider the implications of this arrangement for both parties.

For the student, taking on an instructor role may provide valuable teaching experience and help to enhance their understanding of the material. For the institution, having graduate students in these roles can provide cost savings, as they are often paid less than full-time faculty.

In conclusion, while there may be benefits to having graduate students take on the role of instructors, it is important to carefully consider the implications for both the student and the institution.

The Daily encourages respectful, thoughtful discussion about issues and news that matter to the Iowa State community. Feedback posted online is eligible for print publication. We reserve the right to edit or reject any feedback.

Student debt and tuition are topics that often dominate the political discourse. Despite the importance of these issues, it is important to remember that they are not just numbers or statistics, but real people who are impacted by them.

In conclusion, while student debt and tuition are significant problems, they are not insurmountable. With the right policies and support, students can work towards achieving their educational goals without being burdened by excessive debt.

Limit impact of sequester with politics

John Rosentrater
@iowastatedaily.com

The sequester is a non-negotiable policy that has been implemented by the government to reduce spending. It is a policy that has been criticized by many, including the U.S. Senate, which has not passed a budget since the entire Obama presidency has lasted.

In conclusion, the sequester is a policy that needs to be addressed. It is important to work towards finding a solution that will reduce spending in a way that is fair and just for all Americans.

The idea of a graduate student taking on the role of an instructor is a common one. It is often assumed that this will help to reduce the cost of education for both the student and the institution. However, it is important to consider the implications of this arrangement for both parties.

For the student, taking on an instructor role may provide valuable teaching experience and help to enhance their understanding of the material. For the institution, having graduate students in these roles can provide cost savings, as they are often paid less than full-time faculty.

In conclusion, while there may be benefits to having graduate students take on the role of instructors, it is important to carefully consider the implications for both the student and the institution.
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The idea of a graduate student taking on the role of an instructor is a common one. It is often assumed that this will help to reduce the cost of education for both the student and the institution. However, it is important to consider the implications of this arrangement for both parties.

For the student, taking on an instructor role may provide valuable teaching experience and help to enhance their understanding of the material. For the institution, having graduate students in these roles can provide cost savings, as they are often paid less than full-time faculty.

In conclusion, while there may be benefits to having graduate students take on the role of instructors, it is important to carefully consider the implications for both the student and the institution.
No question about No. 1 spot

Richardson confident with new position

By Dean-Brenon Goll  | @costastatedaily.com
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Men's golf

Fernandez leads ISU team with first honors; Cyclones finish 5th

By Ryan Berg

The ISU track and field team sent 17 athletes to the Stanford Invitational to begin the outdoor season. The weekend at Stanford was the ASU Invitational with a small group of Iowa State athletes as well.

The Cyclones will face competition from BYU, California, LSU, and many other schools while giving them an opportunity to improve their depth. The team got off to a strong start on Friday, as Nick Hill won a 420-yard hurdles race in 49.14. Hill and his teammates had a strong showing in Berkeley, Calif.

Fernandez said he was excited to see how Nick Hill was going to run after seeing him run at the NCAA championships and he knows that the Cyclones have a strong showing in Berkeley.

So far, the Cyclones have been able to put that team effort together. Fernandez has been able to put that team effort together.

With reason, too. The first-place finish was a strong showing for the Cyclones, and Fernandez has been pleased with his team.

After a shortened day of golf due to inclement weather, Fernandez said, "I'm definitely happy about it."

Fernandez on a stroke of luck that led to the fifth-place finish, besting 16 teams in the field.

"I'm definitely happy about it," Fernandez said. "After a round you will have a Taylor Sanderson along with teammates Matt Nichols, Hannah Willms and Jordon Andreassen, Anna Nichols, Shoeman placed sixth (1:01.56). Kendra White also finished fifth in the 200-meter dash with a time of 24.59 while Jessica Ese Okoro finished first in the 110-meter hurdles with a time of 13.33.

The team will have a week off to try to put the rest of the ISU men's golf team had no complaints either with Fernandez's 3-under-par campaign in five events earlier this season. Fernandez had no complaints either with his play.
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Dress colors set wedding mood

By Katherine Klingseis
@iowastatedaily.com

Selecting bridesmaid dresses is more complex than just searching for dresses that flatter the bridesmaids. The color of the dresses can help set the mood of the wedding and should be a crucial factor in the selection. Here are some examples of what colors represent and how each dress may affect the mood of the wedding.

Red
Red is commonly associated with love and passion. Considering a wedding should be a romantic event, red seems like a good color choice for bridesmaid dresses. However, red, as the color with the longest wavelength, is very powerful and attention-grabbing. In fact, according to a WebMD article, looking at something red can cause a person’s blood pressure and heart rate to increase.

While red is a romantic color, brides should be wary of selecting it as a commanding color for bridesmaid dresses. The bridesmaid dresses should not take the focus away from the bride, and by having red dresses, that may very well occur.

Yellow
Yellow is a happy, playful and energetic color. For brides who want to have a warm, cheerful, youthful wedding, selecting yellow for bridesmaid dresses may be a good idea. Like red, yellow is also attention-grabbing. According to an article on the Farmers’ Almanac’s website, yellow can cause people to lose their tempers and babies to cry more. The article said yellow should not be overused because it is hard for the human eye to take in.

Brides should stick to pale yellow shades in order to avoid causing eye strain for their wedding guests.

Green
Green is often associated with nature. Unlike red and yellow, green is calming and easy on the eyes. According to the Farmers’ Almanac article, green is often used in psychiatric wards because it calms people.

In addition to representing nature, green also symbolizes greed and envy. It’s also a color that can be very easily overlooked, especially if it is near any of the more dominating colors, like red or yellow.

Green is a good color for bridesmaid dresses if the bride is aiming for a more laidback wedding. If a bride wants an exciting wedding, choosing green for the dresses is not the way to go.

Blue
Blue is the color of water and the sky, making blue one of the most popular colors a person will see in his or her life. The color represents tranquility, trust and relaxation. Seeing blue can also have a healing effect. According to an article in the U.S. National Library of Medicine, shining blue light on an injury can treat it.
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on the Public Broadcasting Service website, in the Roman Empire in the first century, the Roman emperor was the only person who could wear a purple toga — those immediately below him wore white togas with purple stripes. While purple represents and royalty, it can also symbolize artificiality because purple is a color people do not often find in nature. Purple is a good color choice for bridesmaid dresses if the bride wants a sophisticated wedding. However, people do not relate as well with the color purple as they do with other colors.

With that said, blue also can symbolize depression and coldness. According to the WebMD article, seeing blue lowers a person’s blood pressure and heart rate. Since blue is a popular color, brides will see many blue dresses when they are searching for bridesmaid dresses. They need to remember that, while blue does represent serenity, it also causes depression. Brides should choose blue if they desire a tranquil, quiet wedding.

Pink

As a tint of red, pink is often associated with similar feelings as red. For instance, pink is commonly associated with romance. It is also a youthful and feminine color, and is often used to represent the birth of a baby girl. Additionally, pink light has been shown to have a calming effect upon exposure, according to the article in the U.S. National Library of Medicine. As a more youthful color, pink often commands too much attention to be the color of bridesmaid dresses. It is also much less commanding as other colors, making it easier to overlook. Pink bridesmaid dresses are a good choice for brides who desire to have a youthful, colorful wedding. However, pink must often be considered a non-traditional choice for a more traditional, non-chic bridal party. Choosing pink bridesmaid dresses can also mean reducing the number of other colors in the color palette for the wedding. Pink is not often considered a sophisticated color. If brides want to have a formal wedding, choosing pink bridesmaid dresses is not the correct thing to do.

Purple

Unlike pink, purple does represent sophistication. In fact, purple is often associated with royalty, after having been the color of choice for royalty in early history. According to an article...
drills were crucial, especially for Knott, who is coming off a shoulder injury. Knott spent his shoulder in a sling for about a month after surgery to repair a torn labrum in December 2012, and played through the injury with a cast on his right hand, before missing the rest of the 2013 season.

While Knott attended the NFL Combine in February alongside Klein, he only met with teams and didn’t take part in workouts. In front of representatives from several dozen NFL teams at the Boise State Football Facility on Tuesday, he had his first chance.

Klein recorded a 4.65 in the 40-yard dash and a bench press of 225 pounds on bench press, which was some didn’t think he would attempt. He also ran 400-yard dash in 53.56, but the overall feedback from teams following the workout was positive.

“I think that just gave me an extra boost to see me out there and see the fire in my eyes,” Klein said. “I felt a little overlooked but it is what it is now. It gives me that extra push to train now and during the event.”

Klein said it was good to have the opportunity to prove himself to NFL teams.

McDonough recorded 37 repetitions at 225 pounds, only one short of the best mark at the NFL Combine this year. It was a personal best for the defensive lineman.

McDonough said Lenz, whose recent workout video has gone viral, and his teammates have also taken part in the individual workouts that are confidential. Information regarding his workouts are confidential.

Like his teammate Lenz, McDonough had been looking forward to catching the attention of NFL scouts for a long time. He had been invited to the NFL Combine earlier this year, but McDonough was given an opportunity to have a second workout this year.

“Anytime you go to pro day, it’s big,” McDonough said. “It’s something you’ve been waiting for to do drills in front of coaches and NFL scouts.”

Klein said he was able to compete with these guys. “It was great to have that under my belt and give me some confidence and really like it, it kept me motivated for the rest of the workout,” Klein said.

“ar time to train for pro day. “That’s what keeps your stress levels down and your heartbreak from going through the combine. “But I’m not just another workout,”

McDonough viewed it as any other workout. “There wasn’t really any manhandling behind the stage,”

McDonough said he was intrigued by the opportunity to have a workout at the Bergstrom Football Facility. “I feel like being looked at by the Colts, Broncos and other teams like that,”

McDonough said. “And I got some good feedback from the Ravens, successful performances Tuesday.

On Tuesday, McDonough spent time talking with scouts and during the event.

Klein, he only met with teams and football-related sessions might pay off. “Anywhere is my dream," Knott said. "I just want to play professional football. I could care less. It could be in the NFL or CFL."

Klein said he will take part in an individual workout with the Kansas City Chiefs on April 5, while Knott said any information regarding workouts are confidential.

As for when the two might get back to work out, it’s up to coach Andy Reid, who spoke to the participating contingent as the focus now shifts to individual workouts with teams and football-related activities.

Basically now I can just start training for football itself and just get ready to do drills in front of coaches and NFL scouts,”
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Celebrate healthy eating, taste

48th Nutrition Month encourages good habits

By Lindsay MacNab
AmesEats Flavors writer

March marks the 48th-anniversary of National Nutrition Month observ- ed by the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.

This year’s theme, “Eat Right, Your Way Every Day,” encourages the influence of culture, ethnicity, lifestyle and food preferences on healthy eating.

Gloriana Rigas, junior from Río de Janeiro in journalism and communication, found American cafes at 325 dining centers to be overwhelming due to the amount of unhealthy choices and processed food.

“My meals were always homemade, Rigas said. “My family and I rarely went out to eat, just for a special occasion. I would not think of trying so much as possible because I knew for the most part whatever I cooked was much healthier than whatever I eat when I was at home.”

While most Americans are fast-food fanatics for their go-to light and quick meal, the cherimoya fruit from the following list.

If you’ve ventured into a grocery store lately, you might have noticed some strange fruits native to Asia. Maybe you’re heart of the fruit and bananas, maybe you’re not. Next time you’re at the store, check out the following list.

■ The watermelon fruit from South America, Brazil, can be eaten fresh, used in desserts or cooked.

■ The cherimoya fruit, which is half-lengthy like a lemon, is the shortest

■ Granadilla, or star fruit, is typically eaten cooked, cooked like a citrus

■ Kiwano melon can be used as a dessert, dessert or vegetable.

■ Last but certainly not least, the watermelon fruit
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The Ridge at Fountainview
4 Bedroom 4 Bath

Opening August 2013!
• Free internet and cable
• Pet friendly on first floor
• Washer and dryer in each unit
• Free membership to Ames Racquet and Fitness
• Wood flooring in kitchen and living room

515-233-2752 • jensengroup.net • 4611 Mortensen Rd. Ste 106

300 OFF!

HUNZIKER
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Your first experience
50 years of ours

• Unparalleled service & responsiveness
• Free high speed internet, cable, water, and heat
• Dedicated to quality

515.233.4440
www.hunziker.com

1407 South Grand
515-232-1046

WESTFIELD

3 Bedroom Apartments in Northern Lights!

Perfect Bay Key
• FREE heat
• FREE internet
• FREE cable
• Great Building
• Awesome Location
All you pay is electric!

$975

Call Today!

515-292-7777
WWW.TOTALPROPERTYAMES.COM

FULLY LOADED COLLEGE LIVING

• Beautifully furnished at no additional cost
• Cable
• Internet
• FREE Tanning
• Resort Style Pool and Pavilion
• Find us on Facebook!

1401 N. Dakota
515-232-7093

PREETI SEEMA
apartments

Close enough to campus you can walk!

Offering 1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apartments
Start looking for a new place now!
292.3108 | 246 N. Hyland Ave.

515-294-4123 | iowastatedaily.com/classifieds
classified@iowastatedaily.com
Reaching out to share His gospel with love in our community and world.

UNIONS

A special wedding edition of the newspaper that runs on the last Wednesday of every month. Submit your announcements to public_relations@iowastatedaily.com.